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Lesson 1

It was such a wonderful day for me. It was my first official charm

class and it was great.

The professor teaches us the meaning of charm and its story. I’ve

learnt some important information like:

The first instances of wand is from the Ollivander family who

started it since 382 BC;

Each country had their own magical government since 1400;

In the 1600, the sorcerers were persecuted a lot so the magical

government decide to hide completely from muggle. But it takes 3

more years after the signature of the law in 1689 to be completely

establish;

The Decree for the Reasonable Restriction of Underage Sorcery (is

17 years old; so no magic elsewhere only at school) has been

established in 1875;

In ancient time, people made wand with crystal, feather and

wool all wrap together;

We have to describe our wand... my wand! It’s wicked!



My wand is 26,75 cm long, made with hazel wood, her core is made

of licorn hair and she is lightly elastic.



Lesson 2

For this second courses, we had to work for the first time with our

book “Quitenssential magig : An Introduction to Charms”.

We learned the difference between those terms:

Squib: it’s a child with no ability of magic. Both parents are

sorcerers.

Muggle-born: it’s a child with the ability of magic, but the parents

are muggle. Sometimes it’s because in the ancestry they have

sorcerer. (That’s me)

For this lesson, we had to learn to feel the magic through our veins.

We had to concentrate ourselves on the energy coming from the

center of our body, going through our arms, hands, fingertips and

finally in our wands. At this time, the extremity of our wand is

supposed to have colored sparks! (It works for me on the first time!).



The professor told us that with time we will be able to size the power

needed for each charms, like if we need more concentration or less

concentration.

We learned our first charms of the year, the levitation charm

“Wingardium Leviosa”.

The professor told us the history of the charms. In order, we have the

“Hover charm”. When cast on an object, it will move easily if we touch

it physically, but only up and down.

We learned the “Rocket Charm” who send the object in the air and

back down only. Its use is limited because if the object is heavy the

less is moving.



Then, the “Floating charm” as been developed. This charm was not

completely easy because the objects are floating vertically for a short

lap of time.

But then, the “Levitation charm” came alive... With this charm, we

are able to move object with no physically touch, we can make it

move up and down, side to side, back and forth with no effort at all.

The levitation charm is know with is incantation as “Wingardium

Leviosa” (wing-GAR-dee-um levi-O-sa). The movement for this one is

quit complex for me (I have to practice this one regularly). We have

to make a “swish and flick” movement with our wand. The teacher

told us to raise our wand toward the left, and let it glide to the right

with the tip pointed forward. Then we move the tip of our wand

toward our body before flicking it on our target. We have to be

concentrate on the object that has to be levitate.

It’s been a hard and complex practice for me today. I can’t wait to

be in the common room for the general practice with other student.



Lesson 3

This week we’ve talk wand properties. The professor told us that the

wand “choose” is possessor. We have learnt that the core of the wand

can react more to some type of magic than others. Because each

wand is unique to the other.

We learn that the possibly of movement for each cast is big enough.

We can have to flick or swish or both.

For this third class we have learn the mending charm and the

unlocking charm.

The mending charm is used in case of reparation. He was created

around 1754 by an employee of the Ministry of Magic named

Orabella Nuttly. She used this spell to repair a column that was

break during a quidditch game. When we do the charm, we have to

concentrate our self on the object like if it was not break. So if we

have to repair a chip mug, we have to concentrate and imagine the

same mug but with no chip like it was a new one.

Movement: a triangle style spiral

Incantation: Reparo

Pronunciation: reh-PAH-roh



Start here



Finish here

The unlocking charm was probably created in Africa but brought to

us by Eldon Elsrickle. He use this charm to stole object in the house of

is neighbours. We have to imagine our self unlocking the lock of the

door to correctly use the charm.



Movement: backward “S”

Incantation: Alohomora

Pronunciation: al-LOH-ha-MOR-ah



Start here



Finish here



Lesson 4

Today we have learnt the importance of spoken language and

written language.

I’ve learnt that the alphabets first appeared in 1050 B.C. and was

know has the “Phoenician Alphabet”. This alphabet is the ancestors of

the one we use today.

Learning the history of Alphabets will help us understand the

importance of the incantations. The incantations we mostly use

today are done in latin form.

We have learnt the importance of pronunciation when we are

casting a spell. Because some spell do anything special when

mispronunciations happens but some can cause backfire and/or

explosion.

The teacher gave us for example the fire-making charm “Incendio”.

The complete word “incendio” in latin means “fire”.



Lesson 5

Today we have learnt the importance of the focus when we use spells.

Some spell (like Lumos) doesn’t need focus, instead of the levitation

charm that needs a lot of focus.

When we want to have our maximum focus during a spell, we have to

completely clear our mind to have our focus at 100%.

We have talk about the severing charm that cut inanimate thing

like paper, clothes. This charm cannot be use on animated thing

(like animal or human). If we had to use it during a duel, the result

would cause scratch on the opponent. This charm required a lot of

focus because if I want to cut only a specific quantities of paper, my

concentration must be perfect, because I could cut the entire paper

box.

We have talk about the softening charm too. This spell was invented

by an old man. His food was too hard for him to eat so he invented

this charm. When we use this spell, it causes the object to have a

texture of rubber and became squishy and bendable for a short time.

Again, this charm needs a lot of focus because we can soften

something else instead. The spell can last longer depending on the

type of material of our object.

Furthermore, this spell cannot be use on stone or metal.
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